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A thermomechanical theory of a diffusing mixture of 
n constituents is presented. Equations of balance of mass, 
linear momentum, moment of momentum, and energy are postu­
lated both for the mixture and for the constituents. It is 
suggested that in a theory with partial stresses and partial 
heat fluxes, the diffusive force, and thus all the consti­
tutive functions, should be allowed to depend on density 
gradients.
An entropy inequality for the mixture is proposed and 
used to restrict the constitutive equations in a mixture 
of elastic materials subject to diffusion and heat conduc­
tion. The constituents are later assumed to be isotropic 
solids, and the constitutive equations are restricted 
further to satisfy the axiom of material frame-indifference 
and to reflect material symmetry. It is shown that the 
constitutive functions can be written in terms of the left 
Cauchy-Green tensors of the constituents.
The results are linearized by assuming that the mixture 
undergoes small temperature changes, small deformations, 
and small departures from equilibrium. The linearized 
stress turns out to be symmetric as a result of its depend­
ence on the left Cauchy-Green tensors and the fact that the
iv
constituents are isotropic. Finally, two problems are 
worked in which small amplitude plane waves are propagated 
through a binary mixture of isotropic elastic solids 
infinite in extent.
1. INTRODUCTION
The purposes of this work are to develop a thermo­
mechanical theory of a diffusing mixture and show that the 
concept of a partial stress and a partial heat flux can be 
retained in such a theory, and more important, to apply 
the theory to a mixture of elastic materials subject to 
diffusion and heat conduction and illustrate its use in 
linearized form for the case of a binary mixture of two 
isotropic elastic solids. In recent years several thermo­
mechanical theories of mixtures subject to diffusion have 
appeared. Eringen & Ingram have proposed one which they 
apply to a chemically reacting mixture of viscous fluids, 
each constituent having its own temperature distribution.'*'
Green & Naghdi have published a paper in which they con-
2sider a binary mixture of viscous fluids. , Their entropy 
inequality is different from the one used here. It leads 
to an expression for the partial stress on the constituents 
which for an ideal gas mixture, will not reduce to the
^A. C. Eringen and J. D. Ingram, "A Continuum 
Theory of Chemically Reacting Media - I," International 
Journal of Engineering Science, 111(1965), 197-212.
2A. E. Green and P. M. Naghdi, "A Dynamical Theory 
of Interacting Continua," International Journal of Engi- 
neering Science, 111(3965), 231-241.
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2
usual expression for the partial pressure, while the partial
stress used in this paper will yield the standard result.
A theory using the idea of a chemical potential tensor
instead of a partial stress tensor has been developed by
4Bowen, who applies it to mixtures of elastic materials.
And Muller has proposed a theory in which he considers a
5binary mixture of viscous fluids. Two features of M’uller's 
theory are that in his entropy inequality he leaves arbi­
trary the entropy flux into the mixture, and he is the 
first writer who consistently allows for a dependence on 
dejxsity gradients in his constitutive equations.^
These writers all rely e s s e n t i a l l y  on equations of
7balance first proposed by Truesdell and later generalized
3Ibid., p. 240.
4R. M. Bowen, "Toward a Thermodynamics and Mechanics 
of Mixtures,” Archive for Rational Mechanics and Analysis, 
XXIV(1967), 370-403.
^1. Muller, "A Thermodynamic Theory of Mixtures of 
Fluids," Archive for Rational Mechanics and Analysis,
XXVIII(1968), 1-39.
6Ibid., p p . 2, 9.
7C. Truesdell, "Sulle Basi della Termomeccamca, ”
Atti della Accademia Nazionale del Lincei, XXII(1957), 36, 
158, 159-160. See also C. Truesdell and R. Toupin, The 
Classical Field Theories (Vol. 11.1/I of Handbuch der Physik, 
ed. S. Flugge. 54 vols.; Ber1in-Gottingen-Heidelberg: 
Springer, 1960), pp. 472, 567-568, 613-614.
8by Kelly. Their theories also extend to mixtures the
approach taken by Coleman & Noll, who use the entropy
inequality to restrict the constitutive equations and who
9do not limit themselves to conditions near equilibrium.
There is considerable other work on mixture theories in 
the literature. Truesdell has compared and improved some 
of the earlier mechanical and thermomechanical theories of 
diffusion and gives extensive references to papers on dif­
fusion.^ Green & Naghdi have recently published a second 
paper on mixtures where, in contrast to their previous 
work, they introduce an energy equation and an entropy 
inequality for each constituent.^ In doing so, they assign 
partial internal energy densities, partial heat fluxes, and 
partial heat supplies, which they did not do previously.
8P. D. Kelly, "A Reacting Continuum," Internationa1 
Journal of Engineering Science, 11(1964), 138-142.
9B. D. Coleman and W. Noll, "The Thermodynamics of 
Elastic Materials with Heat Conduction and Viscosity," 
Archive for Rationa1 Mechanics and Analysis, XIII(1963), 
167-178.
^ C .  Truesdell, "Mechanical Basis of Diffusion," 
Journa1 of Chemica1 Physics, XXXVII (1962) , 2336-2344. See 
also Truesdell and Toupin, oja. cit. , pp 705-708.
^ A .  E. Green and p. M. Naghdi, "A Theory of Mix­
tures, " Archive for Rational Mechanics and Ana lysis, XXIV 
(1967), 244.
4
12 13Adkins and Green & Adkins have used Truesdell's balance
equations to study various non-linear theories of diffusion.
Green & Naghdi's first theory of mixtures has been applied
14 15 16 17by Green & Steel, Steel, Mills, Crochet & Naghdi,
12J. E. Adkins, "Non-Linear Diffusion: I. Dif­
fusion and Flow of Mixtures of Fluids," Phil. Trans. Roy. 
Soc. Lond., A/CCLV(1963), 607-633; J. E. Adkins, "Non- 
Linear Diffusion: II. Constitutive Equations for Mixtures
of Isotropic Fluids," Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. Lond., A/CCLV 
(1963), 635-648; J. E. Adkins, "Non-Linear Diffusion: III.
Diffusion Through Isotropic Highly Elastic Solids," Phil. 
Trans. Roy. Soc. Lond., A/CCLVI(1964), 301-316; J. E. 
Adkins, "Diffusion of Fluids Through Aeolotropic Highly 
Elastic Solids," Archive for Rational Mechanics and 
Analysis, XV(1964), 222-234.
1 3A. E. Green and J. E. Adkins, "A Contribution to 
the Theory of Non-Linear Diffusion," Archive for Rational 
Mechanics and Analysis, X V (1964), 235-246.
14A. E. Green and T. R. Steel, "Constitutive Equa­
tions for Interacting Continua," International Journal of 
Engineering Science, I V (1966), 483-500.
15T. R. Steel, "Applications of a Theory of Inter­
acting Continua," Quarterly Journal of Mechanics and 
Applied Mathematics, XX(1967), 57-72.
^ N .  Mills, "Incompressible Mixtures of Newtonian 
Fluids," International Journal of Engineering Science, IV
(1966), 97-112; N. Mills, "On a Theory of Multi-Component 
Mixtures," Quarterly Journal of Mechanics and Applied 
Mathematics, XX(1967), 499-508.
17M. J. Crochet and P. M. Naghdi, "On Constitutive 
Equations for Flow of Fluid Through an Elastic Solid," 
International Journal of Engineering Science, IV (1966) , 
383-4C1; M. J. Crochet and P. M. Naghdi, "Small Motions 
Superposed on Large Static Deformations in Porous Media," 
Acta Mechanica, IV(1967), 315-335.
18and Atkin. Also Dixon has published a paper in which he
19treats a binary mixture of charged fluids.
It should be pointed out that the various theories of 
mixtures differ from one another somewhat, both in con­
ception and in detail. Consequently, exact comparisons are 
sometimes difficult, and results in this paper will often 
be referred to as "equivalent to" rather than "identical 
to" the results of others.
In chapter 2 the kinematics of motion and the equations 
of balance for a mixture of n bodies are discussed. Axioms 
of balance of mass, linear momentum, moment of momentum, 
and energy are postulated both for the mixture and for the 
constituents; and the equations which make these postulates 
compatible are derived. In any mixture theory in which 
diffusion takes place an important quantity is the diffusive 
force on the constituents. This force, also called the 
diffusive resistance or the linear momentum supply, is a
body force, additional to the external body force on each
18R. J. Atkin, "Constitutive Theory for a Mixture 
of an Isotropic Elastic Solid and a Non-Newtonian Fluid," 
Zeitschrift fur Angewandte Mathematik und Physik, XVIII
(1967), 803-825.
19R. C. Dixon, "Diffusion of a Charged Fluid," 
Intern ationa1 journal of Engineering Science, V(1967) , 
265-287.
constituent. It arises from the physical interaction of
each constituent with all the others; that is, it occurs
because diffusion is taking place. It will be shown in
chapter 2, that, if the diffusive force is allowed to
depend on second deformation gradients, which implies a
dependence on density gradients in a nonreacting mixture
of fluids, the concept of a partial stress and a partial
heat flux as used by Truesdell can be retained without
20loss of generality. The axiom of equipresence then 
requires that all the constitutive functions be allowed 
to depend on second deformation gradients.
A statement of the second axiom of thermodynamics is 
proposed in chapter 3. The statement of this axiom, the 
entropy inequality, is the simplest generalization of the 
entropy inequality for single materials.
In chapter 4, a mixture of elastic materials in which 
diffusion and heat conduction can take place is considered. 
Also, it is shown how the balance equations are satisfied 
and how the entropy inequality is to be used. The restric­
tions imposed by the entropy inequality are derived in 
chapter 5. In chapter 6 the constitutive equations are
M. E. Gurtin, "Thermodynamics and the Possibility 
of Spatial Interaction in Elastic Materials," Archive for 
Rational Mechanics and Ana lysis, X I X (1965) , 340.
further restricted to satisfy the axiom of material frame- 
indifference and to reflect material symmetry in a mixture 
of isotropic solids.
The results are linearized in chapter 7 by assuming 
that the mixture undergoes small temperature changes, small 
deformations, and small departures from equilibrium. At 
the end of the chapter the case in which there are two 
constituents in the mixture is summarized briefly.
Chapter 8 deals with the propagation of small amplitude 
plane waves through a binary mixture of isotropic elastic 
solids infinite in extent. Two different problems are con­
sidered. In the first, solutions are sought for the wave 
number when both constituents have displacements exponential 
in form. In the second problem one of the constituents 
undergoes, instead, a homogeneous strain.
Notation
Direct tensor notation is used instead of components 
whenever possible. Vectors in the three-dimensional inner 
product space U and points in the Euclidean 3-space E 
(except X) are indicated by Latin minuscules with tildas(~.) 
underneath: x, g,  . Linear transformations are
regarded as the same as second-order tensors and are indi­
cated by Latin majuscules with tildas underneath: T, I,  .
TIf A is a linear transformation, A denotes its transpose;
A \  its inverse; tr A, its trace; and det A, its determi-
^
nant. The identity linear transformation is denoted by I. 
Components are referred to a fixed time-independent rectan­
gular Cartesian coordinate system with basis {5 , 62 , 63 ).
^
Latin minuscule component indices indicate spatial coordi­
nates; Latin majuscule, material coordinates. The gradient 
with respect to spatial coordinates is denoted by grad, and 
the gradient with respect to material coordinates, by v.
The divergence with respect to spatial coordinates is de­
noted by div. A quantity corresponding to a particular 
material in the mixture is identified by placing a Latin 
minuscule directly below the symbol for the quantity. The 
summation convention is used only for summations over co­
ordinates. Summations over the constituents will always 
be indicated by the summation sign. The Latin majuscule
21C is used to indicate the complete contraction operator.
The symbol "0" indicates the tensor product; the
exterior product {a A b  = a0b - bQa) .
21W. H. Greub, Linear Algebra (second edition; New 
York: Academic Press, 1963), p. 108.
2. KINEMATICS AND THE EQUATIONS OF BALANCE
In this chapter the kinematics of motion and the
equations of balance for a mixture of n diffusing bodies
B, a = 1, --- , n, are discussed. Axioms of balance of mass,
*
linear momentum, moment of momentum, and energy are postu­
lated both for the mixture and for the constituents in the 
mixture; and the equations which make these postulates com­
patible are derived. Most of the definitions in the first 
part of this chapter are identical to those of Bowen and 
are presented here only for completeness.^
Each body B is essentially a piece of a differentiable
a
manifold isomorphic to the 3-dimensional Euclidean space E.
The concept of a body has been made mathematically rigorous 
2by Noll. The elements of the body B, called particles,
a
are denoted by X.
a
Definition. A configuration of B is a homeomorphism
a
X of B into E.
a a
Definition. A motion of B is a one-parameter family
a
of configurations x > where t, a real number, is the time.~t
^Bowen, o p . cit., pp. 374-377.
2W. Noll, The Axiomatic .Method, with Specia 1 Refer- 
ence to Geometry and Physics (Amsterdam: North Holland
Company, 1959), p. 267.
10
Definition. The position of the particle X at the
ft
time t is given by
x = X*_(X) = X (Xit) . (2.1)~ i ~  i
It is assumed that positions in E can be occupied simul-
3taneously by particles from each body.
Definition. A reference configuration for B is a
ft
fixed configuration k .
****ft
The position of the particle X in x is therefore given by
X = H (X) . (2.2)s- r  i
Equations (2.1) and (2.2) can be combined to yield
x = x (h "1 (X),t) = x <X,t). (2.3)~ r  r  r s-* r
The function y is called the deformation function for B.S-x
-1 3Both x an<3 X are assumed to be functions of class C on
their domains.
Definition. The region occupied by_ B in E is a compact
ft
set with piecewise smooth boundaries and is defined as
^Truesdell and Toupin, ojd. cit. , p. 469.
as
Definition. The mixture at the time t is defined as 
n n
B. = U  x “V  n  x(B-t),t). (2.5)
a =1 a N a =1 a a
Definition. The region occupied by B in E is defined
n
V (B ) = X (B, t) . (2.6)t .=1 ^ .
Equation (2.6) and the requirement that each configuration
be a homeomorphism imply that each point x e V(B ) is^ t
occupied by exactly n particles, one from each body. The 
part of B that is in B is clearly B O B .
Definition. The velocity and acceleration of X e B
are




In general a backward prime with subscript a will denote 
the material derivative following the motion of the a1 h 
constituent.
Noll, The Axiomatic Method, p. 267.
Definition. The gradient of the deformation at X e B
a a
F - V x <X,t) . (2.8)S-H S-
Because of the assumptions made about the smoothness of 
-1 -1
I-*. '«
, F exists. Therefore,
I det F I > 0 .  (2.9)
a
Definition. The velocity gradient of X e B i s
a a
L = grad x(x,t). (2.10)
a a
It is easy to show that
L = F F_1. (2.11)r' » »
Definition. If p denotes the density of B, the den-
a a
sity of at x c V(B^) and at the time t is defined as t t
p = p (x,t) = y  p (x,t ). (2.12)
~ Lj • ~
a
Definition. The concentration of B n at x e V(B^)1 ‘ L rv ta
and at the time t is defined as
c = c(x,t) = p/p . (2.13)
rva a a
Equations (2.12) and (2.13) imply that the concentrations
13
Definition. The mean velocity of B^ at x e V(B^) and     . t. t
at the time t is defined as
x = x(x,t) = — V  px. (2.15)~ ** ~ p Z_j j-*
Definition. The diffusion velocity of X e B n B ,ft «
which is at x e V(B ) at the time t, is defined as *** t
u = u(x,t) = x - x. (2.16)
ft ft ft
It follows from equations (2.12), (2.15), and (2.16) that
the diffusion velocities are related by
y  p u = 0. (2.17)
Definition. The gradient of the mean velocity of B^
at x e V(B ) and at the time t is ~ t
L = grad x(x,t). (2.18)
^  rw
From equations (2.10), (2.16), and (2.18) it follows that
grad u = L - L. (2.19)
S-' *"' ~
This result and the fact that
Z( uQgrad p + p grad u ) = grad ) pu = 0 (2.20)N ft ftft ft' I Ift ft
imply that
pL = ^ pL + uegrad o (2.21)
14
If Y is a differentiable function of x and t, the 
derivatives of Y following the motion defined by x and 
following the motion v are, respectively,
3Y ( x , t )  , , . , . . .Y = —  ~ + (grad Y(x,t))xo t ~ ~
and (2.22)
Y “ + (grad Y (x, t) )x.• at ~  ~
Therefore,
Y - Y = (grad Y(x,t))u = (VY(X,t))F ^u, (2.23)
a » ft a ft
where equation (2.16) has been used. Notice that Y(x «t) = x 
in equation (2.23) yields equation (2.16) again, since grad x 
is I, the identity tensor. If Y = x, then 
\
I - x = L u. (2.24)
It follows from equation (2.22) that, if Y is a dif-* *
ferentiable function of x and t, then
doY ap N .
pY = + div(pYx) - ( T T  + div(px))Y. (2.25)
Summing equation (2.25) over the constituents and rearrang­
ing the result gives
pY = Y r p Y  + ( TTT + div(px)jY - div(pYu)!
L-t -ft-ft" ' O n ft"' & a ft ft̂ ^
ft
3d-  ̂ div (p x) )y , (2.26)
15
where equations (2.16), (2.22) , and (2.22) and the
notation
Y = —  Y  pY (2.27)P L «
\ Shave been used. Also, for convenience, Y is written Y when
it occurs, since the second subscript a is redundant.
Truesdell & Toupin refer to equation (2.26) as a fundamental
identity, as it is purely kinematical and is quite useful in
5the development of the balance equations.
Definition. If b denotes the partial body force
den
and at the time t is
sity of B, the body force density for at x e V(B^) 
* t ~  t
= -  V  pb. (2.28)0 Li _ c-a a
a
Definition. If r denotes the partial heat supply den-
a
sity of B, the heat supply density for B, at x e V(B^) and
a
at the time t is
= —  Y  pr. (2.29)P <-* a a
a
Definition. If e denotes the partial internal energy
a
density of B, the inner part of the internal energy density
a
for B at x e V (B ) and at the time t. is t ~  t
^Truesdell and Toupin, ojo. cit. , p. 471.
16
1 V= -  ) Pe, (2.30)I P L  ..ft ftftp
and the internal energy density is
e = \  pu2. (2.31)
ft
Let R be an arbitrary fixed region contained in V(Bt) 
at the time t. The equations of balance of mass, linear 
momentum, moment of momentum, and energy for the part
n 1P = x~ (R,t) of the mixture B which occupies the fixedt m =1 ~  t
region R at the time t are postulated to be
I “dv = - §
R dR
C pxdv = - £ px(x'ds) + C Tds + G pbdv,3t J ~ — j ~  J ~
R 9R 3R R ^  3 2 J
~  G (x - o)ApxdV = - G 1" (x - o)Apx"lx*ds




+ C(x - o)ATds + V (x - o)Apbdv,
rv rv
and dR R






Ibid., p . 614.
In equations (2.32) dR is the surface of R, dv is the ele­
ment of volume, ds is the outward directed element of area,
T is the stress tensor, o is a fixed point in E, and q is 
the heat flux vector.
Similarly, the equations of balance of mass, linear 
momentum, moment of momentum, and energy for the part 
P — X ^(R,t) of the body B which occupies the region R at
the time t are postulated to be
R 3R R
R dR 3R R
R R
In equations (2.33) c is the mass supply of the a4 h consti-
ft
tuent per unit volume per unit time due to chemical reactions, 
T is the stress tensor for the a1" constituent, p is the
a. ^ft ft _
Adiffusive force of the a*h constituent per unit volume, M
ft
is the body couple on the a4h constituent per unit volume, 
e is the energy supply of the a1 h constituent per unit
ft
volume per unit time and includes the rate of work of the 
body couple M, and q is the heat flux vector for the a4h
f t " ' '  f t " '
constituent. As the form of equations (2.32)  ̂ a^d (2.33)  ̂
indicate, it has been assumed that there are no surface 
couples and no resultant body couples on the mixture.
When sufficient assumptions of smoothness are made, 
equations (2.32) reduce to the local statements
19
pX = div T + pb,
TT = T ,
(2.34)
and
e = tr (TL) + ) pu*b - div q + pr.
ft * ftft
Likewise, equations (2.33) reduce to 
dp
“  + div (p x) = c, ot .f
\\ Apx = div T + pb + p,
H  AT - T = M, 
r ^  r
(2.35)
and
— T — Apc = tr (T L) - div q + pr + e .!• r r- r •• i
Substitution of equations (2.34)^ and (2.35) into 
equation (2.26) yields
pY = Y  rp V + CY - div (p Yu) "1. (2.36)*~ft m ft n ft « ft̂ -Jft
If y = Y = 1, then equation (2.36) implies that
ft
£  c = 0, (2.37)
ft
where equation (2.17) has been used. Actually, equation
(2.37) is the relation that makes the balance of mass of 
the mixture compatible with that of the constituents. That 
is, summation of equation (2.35)  ̂ over the constituents and
20
comparison with equation (2.34)^ requires that equation
(2.37) be true. In words equation (2.37) states that the 
total mass supply is zero; hence, it is an alternate form 
of the balance of mass of the mixture and will be used
have been used. If there are no chemical reactions, each c
is zero, equation (2.37) is identically satisfied, and the 
right side of equation (2.38) vanishes. This latter equa­
tion can then be integrated to yield
where p0 can be interpreted as the density of B in its
reference configuration and, in general, is a function of 
position X. This result implies that in the absence of 
chemical reactions the density and the deformation gradient 
of a given constituent are no longer independent of each 
other. This fact will prove useful in chapter 4, when
instead of equation (2.34)^.
If equation (2.35) is multiplied by I det F I , it canl t-
be rewritten as
\
(p| det F )) = c I det F I , (2.38)
where equation (2.22) with y = p , and the identity
| det F | =| det F | div x (2.39)




constitutive equations are postulated for a mixture in which 
chemical reactions are excluded. However, throughout this 
chapter and the next, it will be assumed that chemical 
reactions can occur.
Definition. The inner part of the stress on the 
mixture is
T = T + V  pufilu.7 (2.41)~ Zj
ft
By use of equations (2.16), (2.17), (2.24), (2.28), (2.34),
(2.35)2- (2.37), and (2.41), together with the identities
px = Y  [*p x + cu - div(puQu)"], (2.42)1 *-ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ^ft
2 2 u u
pe-j. = Pe - ^  [pu *ii + c - div^p u ^ ,  (2.43)
ft
y pu*Lu = tr r y (puqu)l!, (2.44)^  »I" ~T' L r-. j-
and
div y  T u = y  u*div T + tr y  T grad u, (2.45)
a a a
the balance equations for the mixture can be written as
I!'0-
ft
V  p (x - b) = div T - y cu,
7Ibid., p. 568.
Equations (2.42) and (2.43) come from equation (2.36) with
2u
Y = x and Y = ——  , respectively. Equations (2.46) are • t  * 2 Q
equivalent to Bowen's equations (2.26).
Comparison of equations (2.35) and (2.46) shows that
“  4m
the compatibility condition for linear momentum is
I (p + f") = div(~i ' 1 f)- (2-47)
» t
This relation will be used in place of equation (2.46)2*
Equation (2.35) and (2.46) are compatible without requir-
ing any further restrictions on the variables. Equations
(2.35)^ and (2.46)^ imply that
2u
I [* + r'P + &  + ^*
= tr [(*i - I f )i] '
g
Bowen, o p . cit., p. 379.
23
-T 2X  u
- div]"q - Y  (q + pfel - —  + l)uY|, (2.48)L ~  Li , \ » ~  p Z ~ / ~ /  Ja a
where equations (2.19) and (2.29) and the identity
pe_ = Y  Tpe + ce - div(p€u)~| (2.49)1 u  ,,r Jft
have been used. Equation (2.49) follows from equation 
(2.36) with Y = e *
ft ft
The theories of mixtures proposed by Truesdell & Toupin, 
Kelly, Eringen & Ingram, Green & Naghdi, and Muller have the 
feature that T is a partial stress and as a result
ft
9
T = y T. (2.50)'--'I z_j
This assumption originated in an attempt to generalize the
concept of a partial pressure, which occurs in theories of
dilute mixtures and mixtures of perfect gases. in addition
Truesdell & Toupin have the result that
-T 2T u 10
q = y r q + p ( ei -    (2.51)— Lj I ~ P — > j-J
so that the right sides of equations (2.47) and (2.48)
9Truesdell and Toupin, o^. cit., p. 568; Kelly, o p . 
cit., p. 140; Eringen and Ingram, o p . cit., p. 205; Green 
and Naghdi, International journal of Engineering Science, 
III, 238; Muller, ££. cit., p. 5.
^Truesdell and Toupin, ojd. cit. , p. 613.
vanish. Essentially, equation (2.51) states that the 
heat flux is the sum of partial heat fluxes. Bowen ques­
tioned the validity of equations (2.50) and (2.51) for 
mixtures of general materials and formulated a theory of 
diffusion in mixtures of elastic materials without intro­
ducing partial stresses and partial heat fluxes. However,
12he introduced the concept of a chemical potential tensor 
for each constituent which is unsatisfactory, since it 
cannot be motivated. Also, he proposed equations of motion 
for the constituents of an unusual type. He showed that 
these equations could be put formally into the same form as 
equation ( 2 . 3 5 ) but, for a theory without chemical reac­
tions, the second gradient of the deformation of the a*h 
constituent has to be included in the list of independent
13variables for the diffusive force of the a1 n constituent.
It will be shown below that, with minor qualification, 
partial stresses and partial heat fluxes can be defined in 
such a fashion that equations formally similar to equations 
(2.50) and (2.51) are satisfied. Bowen's results turn out 
to be a special case of the resulting theory and will be
^^Ibid., pp. 568, 614.
12Bowen, ojd. cit. , p. 380.
13Ibid., p. 383.
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discussed further in chapter 5. To prove the above asser­
tion the stress tensor, diffusion force, body couple, heat 
flux, and energy supply terms for the ath constituent are 
redefined as follows:
T = T +  c (T - V  t )~  e- * "S''
C




q = q +  c [ " q - y ( q +  p (c I - —  + ~  I)u)]'^ ft - j \£-' c \c ~ p  ̂ Jc e
and
s - j - ? “ [fc ■ I f)L]
— T  2 T U+ div[f [a - 1 (| - ;(«£ - f-+ V- i)s)TJ'
Two results that are immediately apparent from equations
(2.52)^ and (2.52)^ are that
T = V  T (2.53)Z-j Cr'ft ftand _ ,,mT 2 T u
q = Y  Tq + 0(el - + V "  I)ul' (2.54)
Lt L J- ft 'ft*"" 0 '"■''J-'J
ft ft
Twhere equation (2.14) has been used. The quantity T canr
-Tbe used in equation (2.54) instead of T as a consequence
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of the fact that
y TTu = y T Tu. *■ (2.55)
a“" a"'
a a
which follows from equations (2.17) and (2.52) . Equations
(2.35)  ̂ and (2.52) can be used to show that
div T + p = div T + p, (2.56)
a a a a
■P /S _ AT - T  - M = T - T - M  (2.57)^  A/ ^  ^i * * ft a a
and
T A —T - Atr(T L) - div q + e = tr(T L) - div q + e. (2.58)
• a a a  a a  a a
These last three equations imply that the equations of 
balance for the constituents, equations (2.35), can be 
rewritten as 
9Pa j  ■ v A—  + div px = C,
i i " a
w ^p x = div T + p b + p,
c-w Aca a a a a *
(2.59)T A ' ’T - T  = Mr t r
and
pe = tr (TTL) - div q + pr + £.
a a S“ ST r  a a a
These equations are equivalent to those proposed by Trues­
dell & Toupin and Kelly, with the exception that Truesdell
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14& Toupin assume M = 0.
Equations (2.53), (2.54), and (2.59) are formally
identical to equations (2.50), (2.51), and (2.35), respec-
Equation (2.60) suggests that in a theory with partial 
stresses and partial heat fluxes any constitutive equation 
for the diffusive force, and thus all the constitutive equa­
tions, must be allowed to depend on density gradients. 
Essentially, what has been shown is that the original bal­
ance equations for the constituents, equations (2.35), 
appended with equations (2.50) and (2.51), are valid as 
long as the constitutive equations are allowed to depend 
on density gradients.
Summation of equation (2.52)2 over the constituents
tively. If equation (2.52) is expanded and equation 
(2.47) is used, it follows that
e (2.60)
yields
14Truesdell and Toupin, oja. cit. , pp. 472, 567-568, 
613; Kelly, o£. cit., pp. 138-143.
where equation (2.14) has been used. Also, it follows from
equations (2.17), (2.19), ( 2 . 4 6 ) ( 2 . 5 2 ) and (2.53) that
tr V  TTL - Y  u*p = tr(T_L) + tr y  TTgrad uZ-i ~  ~ ~  ~  L-i ~ ~
- £  u-jg. (2.62)
A
Therefore, the balance equations for the mixture, equations 
(2.46)^, (2.47), (2.46) , and (2.46)^, become, respectively,
and
X f  “m
y  (p + cu) = o,/ I .“W *****^  A A A
A
y  (t  - t t ) = o ,
^  A A
A
p ' i = t r  X f b  - 1  ( ~ ' £ + ? 2~)
(2.63)
T 2 T u
- div[ s  - I p( - f -  + 2 - i ) “] + p r '
where equation (2.53) has been used. Equations (2.63) are 
equivalent to the equations of balance for the mixture 
used by Truesdell & Toupin, Kelly, Eringen & Ingram, Green
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•  •  J . .  j& Naghdi, Bowen, and Muller. However, to get Green & 
Naghdi's energy equation it should be noticed that their 
heat flux is the entire term in the brackets in equation
(2.63)4 .
From equation (2.52)  ̂ it is obvious that
Y  M = 0, (2.64)
Li ~ ~
ft
where equation (2.14) has been used. Equation (2.64) is 
actually the condition which makes equations (2.59) and
A(2.63) compatible. M appears only in equations (2.59)3 ~  j
and (2.64); therefore, equation (2.59)^ can be used to
Adetermine M and equation (2.64) will be satisfied whenever
ft
equation (2.63)^ is satisfied. By use of equations (2.14),
(2.52) , and (2.52) the compatibility equation for energy,2 5
equation (2.48) reduces to
2
I [* + »•£+ s (e + t -)] = °- (2-65)B ft 'ft Jft
Notice that the left sides of equations (2.63)2 and (2.65) 
are formally the same as those of equations (2.47) and (2.48), 
respectively, but the right sides of the former equations
Truesdell and Toupin, o p . cit., pp. 472, 568, 614; 
Kelly, Oja. cit. , pp. 139-143; Eringen and Ingram, oje. cit., 
203-207; Green and Naghdi, International Journal of Engi­
neering Science, III, 234-238; Bowen, o p . cit., p. 379; 
Mbller, o p . cit., pp. 4-6.
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vanish. Equation (2.65), like equation (2.63)2 is identical
16to the result of Truesdell and Toupin.
To summarize the results of this chapter the equations 
that must be satisfied at this point in the development are 
equations (2.59) and (2.63). Also, equation (2.65) can be 
used instead of equation (2.63)^.
Truesdell and Toupin, op. cit., p. 614.
3. THE SECOND AXIOM OF THERMODYNAMICS
The second axiom of thermodynamics is an inequality, 
called the entropy inequality. Before this inequality is 
stated the following definition is made.
Definition. If q denotes the partial entropy density
ft
of B, the entropy density for B at x e V (B ) and at the
ft v
time t is
rj = —  V  p q. (3.1)
P U i aft
The second axiom of thermodynamics for the part P̂ _ of 
the mixture B̂ _ which occupies the fixed region R at the time 
t is postulated to be the inequality
h3
3t
R 3R 3R *
^ p n<3v = - § p rix’ds - § £  £  . ds
+  ( 3 - 2)
R * •
where h is an influx vector for the a1h constituent, not as 
r
yet related to q, and e = 0(X,t) is the temperature of the
ft ft ft ft
a* h constituent and is assumed to be positive.
The local statement of the entropy inequality is
~  „  Pr
+ d i v I i  - If' * °- <3-3)
* > ■ •
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This equation is a generalization of Muller’s entropy 
inequality to multiple temperatures.^ If equation (2.36) 
is used with Y = the inequality (3.3) takes the form
* ft
I [?*+ aiv(l - -  ¥-+ fpl2 (3-4)
ft ft ft
If equation (2.59) is used to eliminate the term pr, the
* a
result is
Y  ~  rp (0T1 - e) + tr (TTL) - *- • h + div (h - q) + e/ i ft 1 rw ft aw^  ° 4 I ft ft U ft ft ft ftft ft ft
2 (3-5)u
- U ’P - c fe - 0 n  + V-) - e div(pnu)! s 0,
r  T  a 'a a a  ' a a a a ^ - *
2u
where g - grad 0 and e = e + u*p + c (e + “ ■) •ft ft ft ft ft ft ft 'ft '
At this point the assumption will be made that
h = q + p 0riu( (3.6)
*- a a a a~*
so that the inequality (3.2) could have been postulated as
 ̂pr<av * ' § I - § I f •
R dR • SR * •
+ ^ f a v .  (3 .7,
R * ‘
inequality (3.7) is the simplest generalization of the
^MUller, oja. cit. , p. 7.
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entropy inequality for single materials, and it turns out 
to have the same form as Bowen's when all the constituents 
have the same temperature. From inequality (3.3) and 
equation (3.6), or from inequality (3.7), it follows that
Inequality (3.9) is the local statement of the second law 
of thermodynamics for a theory of mixtures in which each 
constituent has its own temperature. The constituents will 
now be constrained to all have the same temperature 
6 = 0 (x, t) .
Definition. The partial free energy density at X e B
• i
is
Definition. The inner part of the free energy density
0. (3.8)





for B at x e V(B ) and at the time t is t t
(3.11)
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Equation (3.11) implies that
ijr = — 0r), (3.12)
where equations (2.30), (3.1), and (3.10) have been used.
Inequality (3.8) now becomes
TT U2
per, + d i v [ q  -  I p ( * I  -  f -  + y -  l ) u ]
*T 2 (3'13)
a a
after using equations (2.29), (2.54), and (3.10). Inequa­
lity (3.13) is identical to Bowen's inequality (3.5), if
the definition is made that
TT 2
K = i|fl - —  . (3.14)
T' »~ P
a
This equation will be used in chapter 5 to show that Bowen's 
results follow as a special case of the theory presented 
here. Notice that equation (3.14) implies that
T.
7  c K = * I - —  , (3.15)
L, % J- ~ p
where equations (2.13), (2.53), and (3.11) have been used.
The inequality (3.13) is different from Green & Naghdi's 
entropy inequality. Their inequality is obtained if the
2Bowen, op. cit., p. 381.
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quantities h, a = 1, --- , n, are chosen such that
r
mT  2 ,T u 3y  h = q - V p f - ^  + V -  i V  (3.16)
L_j ^  ~  a \ p *
a a a
where the comment made following equation (2.63) should be 
recalled. By use of equation (2.54) it is apparent that
h = q + peu (3.17)
a a a a a
is the most obvious choice for h, though not the only choice,r
that satisfies equation (3.16). Defining h this way ist-
equivalent to deleting the quantity Y  pijju from both terms
w  a a a a
in which it appears in the inequality (3.13). It is the 
absence of \ p ’j-u from their entropy inequality that causes
^  a a a^ 
a
Green & Naghdi to obtain their unusual partial pressures, 
as will be demonstrated in chapter 5.
By use of equations (2.63)^ and (3.12) the inequality 
(3.13) can be rewritten as
2
- P (ij + r,B) + t r ^ T TL - ^  (u-| + £ £-)
* •
T 2 T u
- 7  • [ a  - I ’ ( j 1 - f "  + 2-  i ) “]
a a
- div Y  ptyu s 0. (3.18)
1—1 akaa a aa
3Green and Naghdi, International Journal of Engi­
neering Science, III, 237.
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This inequality can be further rearranged to become
- (PtyT) - p "nQ - tr Y  pKL - V  u*[p + g r a d ^ * ) ]1 Z—* . c'C"' L-j ~I t i
u2 u2 <3'19)
- 1! 2 - - 1 -[a -1 j(*+ t- i)»]2 °-
ft *
where equation (3.14) and the identity
p iji + div ) ptyu = (p i}f ) + ) pf tr L 1 ^  • **' 1 ^  .» S~• ft
+ V  u-grad(pf) (3.20)
^  r  * aft
have been used. Equation (3.20) follows from equations
(2.19), (2.22)^ with y = p, and (2.34)^. Inequality (3.19)
is the entropy inequality for a theory of mixtures having 
a single temperature distribution 0(x,t), and it is this 
form that will be used in the remaining chapters of this 
paper.
4. MIXTURES OF ELASTIC MATERIALS WITH DIFFUSION
AND HEAT CONDUCTION
In this chapter a mixture of elastic materials in which
diffusion and heat conduction can take place is considered.
This case has been chosen for two reasons, first, it can be
specialized to the theory of single elastic materials with
heat conduction^" and to the theory of mixtures of fluids
2with diffusion and heat conduction, and second, this is 
the case that was studied by Bowen, which means there are 
some results available for direct comparison.^
Before a thermodynamic process is defined and consti­
tutive equations are postulated, an important point needs 
to be made. Because the theory has been restricted to the 
case in which each constituent has the same temperature, 
it is not essential to use equations (2.59)^ directly, 
and thus, constitutive equations are not needed for e and
t
1C. Truesdell and W. Noll, The Non-Linear Field 
Theories of Mechanics (Vol. III/3 of Handbuch der Physik, 
ed. S. Flugge. 54 vols.; Berlin-Heidelberg-New York* 
Springer, 1965), pp. 294-298.
2S. R. de Groot and p. Mazur, Non-Equilibrium Ther- 
modynamics (Amsterdam: North Holland Company, 1962), pp.
235-264.
3Bowen, o p . cit., p. 385.
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q. The reason for this is that the constraint of having 
r
a single temperature distribution causes £ and q to become
* ~
indeterminant as far as the entropy inequality is concerned, 
(Compare inequalities (3.9) and (3.19).) This means that 
c and q have to satisfy equations (2.59) and (2.65) only.
a a'
Therefore, e and q can be formally eliminated from the
a a
theory by allowing these quantities to take on any value 
necessary to satisfy equation (2,59)^. The only restric­
tion on these values is that equation (2.65) must be sat­
isfied. Henceforth, equation (2.65) will be written in 
the form of equation (2.63)^. A thermodynamic process can 
now be defined without reference to e , <1, and, in addition,
a a
r.>
Definition. A thermodynamic process for the mixture 
is a set of 9n + 3 functions whose values are
x = X (X't)- P = P ( * , t ) , T = T(X,t),~ ^  r a . r ir r r
b = b(X,t), e = c (X, t) , T| = ri(X,t),
a a a'' a a
c = c(X,t), p = P(X,t), M = M(X,t),
a a a  a a a a a a
for a = 1, --- , n, and
G = 0(x,t), q = q (x, t) , r = r(x,t),
A
which satisfy equations (2.59)^, (2.59)^, and (2.63)^,
This definition is a generalization of the definition
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4given by Coleman & Noll for single materials and follows 
very closely the one used by Bowen for mixtures.^
The equations of balance suggest that constitutive 
equations are needed for e , ii, T, c, p, M, for a = 1 , ---,
A * ft ft ft *
n, and for q. For a mixture of elastic materials with dif- 
fusion and heat conduction, it is assumed that c = 0, a = 1,ft
 , n, and the remaining quantities are functions of ©, g,
F, — , F, VP, — VF X' £- ---, x. That is,rv
T n 1 n n
e = e (9 , g. F, VF, X) ,ft ft A"W» b' S' S'
CDr -
iip - % • F,rvb VF,b h )  •b
T = T (0 ,ft ft g. F,S' VF,S' X) ,S'
A -c = 0,ft
(4.1)
A *P = P(9/ft ft g, F,S'
VF,
s* x) , S'
m  = M{e,ft ft S' F,b vF,b h .) -b
and
q = q(9 , g. F,S' V F ,S' x) ,r
where the subscript b under the last three arguments indi
cates a dependence <on all n of each of these arguments.
4 ,Coleman and Noll, o p . cit., p. 169.
Bowen, loc . cit.
The response functions in equations (4.1) are assumed to 
be of class in each of their arguments. The statement 
that c = 0, a = 1, --- , n, means that there are no chemi-
ft
cal reactions; therefore, equation (2.63)  ̂ is identically 
satisfied, and equation (2.59)  ̂ can be replaced by equation
(2.40), as was shown in chapter 2. And because of equation
(2.40) a dependence on density gradients is assured in 
equations (4.1) through the dependence on second deformation 
gradients. Equations (4.1), in general, will depend on all 
of the reference configurations *, --- , k , but it is
V  n
assumed that they do not depend on the positions X,  , X.  r  ~
Also p0 is assumed not to depend on X and is, therefore, a
& ft
knovjn constant. ~
Equations (3.10), (4.1)^, and (4.1)2 imply that
f =  H e ,  g ,  f, vf, x ) .  ( 4 . 2 ). a ~  ^ r S'
*
By use of equations (2.30), (3.1), (3.11), (4.1)^, (4.1)2#
and (4.2) it follows that
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The response functions in equations (4.2) and (4.3) will 
be C 1 functions of their arguments also.
Definition. An admissible thermodynamic process for 
the mixture is one that is consistent with the constitutive 
equations (4.1).
Theorem. For every choice of the n deformation func­
tions x , a = 1, ---, n, and the temperature distribution
0, there exists a unique admissible thermodynamic process.
Proof. F, VF, and x can be calculated from x , a = 1,
i- r i' r41rs-i
A ^ / r>; Q can be found from 8. Therefore e, -n, T, p, M,»-w .-w i"*--I I ft t I
for a = 1, --- , n, and q can be determined from the consti-
Atutive equations (4.1); and c = 0, a = 1, --, n. Finally,
p , b, for a = 1, ---, n, and r can be computed by use of
a a
equations (2.40), (2.59)2- an<̂  t2 *6-*)̂ , respectively.
Thus, an admissible thermodynamic process exists, and from 
the procedure used, it is obviously unique.
This theorem was first proved for single materials by 
Coleman & Noll and was later generalized to mixtures by
7Bowen. No use has yet been made of equations (2.59)^,
(2.63) 2 / and (2.63)3 » or of the entropy inequality (3.19).
^Coleman and Noll, o p . cit., p. 171. 
7Bowen, ££. cit., p. 387.
They can be regarded either as restrictions on the consti­
tutive equations or as restrictions on the independent 
variables x * a = 1, --- , n, and ©. The former point of~X
view will be adopted here, thus generalizing the logic of
0
Coleman & Noll. Hence, it will now be required that equa­
tions (2.59) , (2.63)2 , and ( 2 . 6 3 ) and inequality (3.19)
be satisfied for every admissible thermodynamic process. 
With the exception of inequality (3.19) all of these equa­
tions are easily satisfied by including the restrictions 
implied by equations (2.59)^, (2.63)2 < and (2.63)^ as part
of the defining constitutive assumptions. It will be 
assumed in the following chapters that this has been done. 
The only restrictions of consequence then come from the 
entropy inequality (3.19).
0Coleman and Noll, ojd. cit., p. 174.
5. RESTRICTIONS IMPOSED BY THE SECOND AXIOM 
OF THERMODYNAMICS
The purpose of this chapter is to derive the restric­
tions which must be placed on the constitutive equations 
(4.1) so that the entropy inequality (3.19) is satisfied. 
Equations (4.2) and (4.3) and the assumed smoothness of 
X , t, for a = 1, ---, n, and 0 imply that
—  act'i , SP*I . . v  So*iT A
= - T T  5 + I T ' 2 *  t r l ~ Z F - Z~ 1 r
dP —  dp ^
+ C ) - ■ ■ fi?F + ) ---   -x (5.1)
• S ' x  •
and
dp\|f dpi]1 _ i T / a0'i' \
grad (p i|r) = g + (grad g) + ) F [VF])d0 — ~ dg L, ~ \dF ~ S""/C
c
_.T dpilr ,T dp il
+ Y  F f r ^ V V F ] )  + y  F F ,Li \  o  V  r  ~  /  Li ^  ^  '
e  S'- e ° x**(5.2)
where the notation has been used that
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If equations (5.1) and (5.2) are substituted into inequality
(3.19), it follows that
ydpi|rT . dp'lu „ dp'l'T „ Sp 'I't t_ ( L + V  _ i . g - C V  ~ « V F  - V     • X\ 90 / 9g ~ Li 9VF ~ Li .' ~~ • . r
a T u 2
-  t r  I  [ ; « :  ♦ - ? i f - ? ]  -  f  - [ s  - 1  p - 1 -  i ) “]ft ft̂ ft
dpiil 9p\|i T 9p^i
- ! ? • [ £  + ^ 2  + (9rad s> i i r + ll ( i p - I ’p )■s*-*ft e e
t- lT /dp ̂ \ V- it,t 3p K+ y  f "1 [VVF]) + y  F" FT -=^-1 * 0, (5.4)
^ \9VF >- s-*-/ /-I s- ^V -*oxe c e fe
where equation (4.1)^ has been used. By use of equation
(2.11) and the identity
F = F - (VF)F_1U, (5.5)
/V* *"W /V' ̂  (V#ft ft ft ft ft
which follows from equation (2.23) with y = F, it can be
ft
shown that
» ft̂ ft ftT (5.6)
V 9pi'l -1- tr ) — - ^ - ( ^ F ) F  u .
L  9F ~ ~ ~
Furthermore, it can be seen by simply expanding the terms





y  u-y f f — —  = tr y  f y  (us--°- -)f.
l, ~ u  g- r ^ r ^ V  -s'» e °X a o °X~ ^
The meaning of the term on the right side of equation (5.7)^
should be clear from examination of equation (5.3)^. If
equations (5.6) and (5.7) are combined, and if the result,
along with equation (5.7) , is substituted into inequality
(5.4), it follows that
dt_ dty- _  dty « dl(l -/ I \ • I r1 J ■ " r1 T J \
- p(ii” + T>)e ~ ° 1 T ' Z  ' pc l  ivF8’^ ” . 3?.
Tdo 0 9 4„
- tr y  F~ (pK + F - r ~  + y  P u S^-)f^ r eS- 9̂ c/r
2u dî
- ¥ - [ a - I ; ( ^ + ir £ - (5-8>
ft
.T dp 'Ji T v -T dp ilr-X ;•[£ - f ‘ ( - W - I”fj) * X r ‘ (si" J’fi)]
e
^  r dp^ _iT /aP,J' V-,
- 1  “ -[(9«d £ ) ^  + y  F [V7F])] a 0,» - ~ ̂ —  6- ft Cd g
where the fact that p is a function of F only has been used.
ft ft
By application of a standard argument developed by Coleman 
and Noll^ to the inequality (5.8), it can be seen immedi­
ately that for a = 1, --- , n,














-  = 0, (5.9)
Tdp'l'-r ^  aijr,
K = - - (F—  + Y  p uQ— ,
~  P V  *1 t « ~  a x  
* r
^  sp #
) u* (grad g)-"^*- = °*/ -i O Q
and
a g-<"ŝ
t ap ijfr-1 r-. _  1 / M V \
I  ? ' I  I ( i t ?  " ° ‘
Equations (5.9)^ through (5.9)^ follow directly from the 
fact that 0, g, each VF, each x, each F, grad g, and each
M  ^  ■jV-'
W F  can be assigned arbitrary values. Equations (5.9) ,
4>"W 4ft
(5.9) .j, and (5.9)^ show that
= \Ji_ (0 (F) , (5.10)I I S'
so that equation (5.9) implies that
a^T (e,£)
ti = n(e.£) = - J T  * ‘ (5*11)




T = p il I + F ------ + ) PU0-- ,#-S- **w rw> A P / A A Jw ^a ~  c "  3X
which can be rewritten as
a n T ^  at
or
TT = p U  - ty ) I + pF - J  + Y  pufi—  ,r  . . I ~  r SF r  ax* <"*■*a
* T  - > F ^  + ( I  p*«)<T  r- or A  ' ^  cef/~  dX oa
t v  r d?T * hT - )  P F r j r  + uST  *^ ^  c Lr e-
The derivation of equations (5.13), (5.14), and (E
use of the identities
T T Tdp*T 3* d̂ f
=  P F  ~ —  -  P t - r 1 =  )  P F  -  p v l~  dF t I-~ /L> cj- dFp — i3Fa _ _a aand
■di(ip (iji -  ̂ )x + y  pu s —  = —  ( y  ptyu).I ~ Zj _ ' \_ \ /_. - , s-/* « cc a x  a x e
As will be shown in the next chapter, as a result 
axiom of material frame-indifference,










Therefore, from equations (2.12), (3.11), (5.16) an(3
(5.17) it follows that
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X ’ *s) = £•' (5-18). oc ax . a x  ecc
As a result
T  T
£l - T ^ e . F )  = p I F ^  ■ X  Z  ;f JF' (5‘19)
* ft ft e ft
where equations (2.12), (2.53), (3.11), (5.13) or (5.14),
(5.15) and (5.18) have been used. Equations (5.10), (5.11),
2and (5.19)^ are identical to the results of Bowen and 
generalize the classical results for single hyperelastic
3materials. In order that equation (2.46)^ £>e satisfied,
it is necessary that
Tditi a *
y  P _ ! x _  _ y  _ ! i  F* .  (5.20)
L ~  a F  L s f  ~
It will be shown in the next chapter that equation (5.20) is 
automatically satisfied if i|i satisfies the axiom of material 
frame-indifference. Equation (5.9)^ can be used to show that
I ?  ( I  ;.*?) + t a ?  ( I ? * ?)] = ~- ( 5 - 2 1 )
~  t 1
which, in turn, implies that
2Bowen, Oja. cit. , p. 389.
^Truesdell and Noll, o p . cit., pp. 301-302.
Twhere G = - G . Equation (5.9) imposes restrictions on
the way in which \ p’|iu can depend on 7F, but these are» * I- S'«complicated to derive and are of no interest here. Because 
of equations (5.9) the entropy inequality (5.8) reduces to
g u2 aty
(5.23)
^  rA _lT /ap',T x r* lT /3P'i'- 1 ?•[?. - 1 ( " a F -  i ’fl )  +11 ( # ■  t " 2 ) ] 2 °-
Definition. The mixture is in equilibrium at x e V(B^) — -------------------    — ■*- ~ t
and at the time t if g = 0 and x = 0, for a = 1, ---, n.
If each x is set equal to zero, then x = 0 and each
u = 0. Therefore, the inequality (5.23) reduces to 
*
g
- “  • q(e,g,F,VF,0) * 0. (5.24)y ~  ~  t t ~
Allowing g to approach zero yields
q (0,0,F ,V F ,0) = 0; (5.25)^  ^ b b
that is, the heat flux vanishes in equilibrium. If instead 
g is set equal to zero, the inequality (5.23) becomes
where equations (2.16), (2.63)^, and (4.1)^ have been used.
The purpose of using x instead of u is that the former
quantities are independent, whereas the latter must satisfy
Notice that equation (5.27) satisfies equation (2.63) ,
) p = 0, Equations (5.25) and (5.27) result from taking 
L  ~ ~
the differential of inequalities (5.24) and (5.26), respec­
tively, and observing that both of these differentials must 
vanish in equilibrium. This is equivalent to setting the 
differential of inequality (5.23) to zero in equilibrium.
It is true also that the second differential of inequality
(5.23) must be nonnegative in equilibrium. Therefore,
equation (2.17). Now as each x approaches zero, it followsa
that
p(9,0,F,VF,0) 
r ~ r r ~
(5.27)
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, T dp ilr
+  I f r ( p  + Z f  ( ^ I v£ l ) ) r i  £ °- <5 -28)d
for all vectors v and v, a = 1, --- , n, where all the vari-
AJ At,*ft
ables are evaluated at the equilibrium state (e,0,£,v£,0).~ b b ~
Next will be considered the case in which the constitu­
tive equations (4.1) do not depend on vp, b = 1, --- , n. In
this event if equation (5.27) is rewritten as
r  r -iT s*(e,o,£,o)




- ( i ?  ~  ' " i ' f l ) ] -  (5'29)
where equation (3.11) has been used, it follows immediately 
that
dilr (9 , 0,F, 0)_5_ ~ r ~ = o (5.30)dF ~
for c 4 a. This means that, in equilibrium,
= if (6 ,0,F, 0) . (5.31)
Awft ft ft
For a mixture of fluids it can be shown that equation 
(5.31) becomes
\|i — (6 r 0, 1/p,0), (5.32)AW AWI • *
which is similar to the result that Muller has obtained for
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4the special case he calls a mixture of simple fluids. 
Equation (5.32) is known not to be true in general; thus, 
it is essential in the present formulation to allow for a
dependence on vF, b = 1, --- / n. Equations (5.29) and
(5.30) also imply that
That is, in a theory of a mixture of elastic materials with 
no chemical reactions in which a dependence on second de­
formation gradients is excluded, the diffusive forces 
vanish in equilibrium.
It is difficult to make an exact comparison of the 
results here to those of Bowen because Bowen did not allow 
for a dependence on the second deformation gradients. 
However, with equation (3.14), it is possible to define
vectors f, b = 1, --- , n, which correspond to Bowen's
p(e,0,F,0) = 0. (5.33)
A
diffusion forces. The result is
Af = p  + grad(p'jr) + p rtg - K grad p + s, (5.34)
a a
where s is given by
(5.35)
4Muller, o j d . cit. , p. 27.
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If equations (5.34), (5.35) and (3.14) are used, then the
equation of motion (2.59)^ can be written formally in the 
form postulated by Bowen. An examination of equation
A(5,34) shows that, because of the term grad(pijr), f will
ft * ft
depend upon (9 ,g,F,^7F,x,grad g,WF,F). It is easily seen~ r  fbt' ~ r ^
that f depends upon the same quantities as does p, j] and
a- » *
K if and only if
ft
to = \J) (0 , F) . (5 . 36)S'
Thus a theory formally similar to Bowen's can be obtained
as a special case of the theory presented here if equation
(5.36) is assumed.
From equations {5.9) and (5.16). it follows that5 1
a* T , aili
K = A I -  —  F ■ - - —  ) p u0 . (5.37)
c
In the special case where \}i is given by equation (5.36),
ft
equation (5.37) becomes






however, equation (3.15) is unaffected. Equation (5.38)
5is Bowen's expression for the chemical potential tensor.
5Bowen, o p . cit., p. 393.
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As was pointed out in chapter 3, Green & Naghdi use 
a different entropy inequality. Use of their entropy 
inequality to restrict the constitutive equations (4.1) 
gives
3*I (e.F)T
T = pF — - *~ ~ dF
ft
and (5.39)
_ XT  9* (6.F)
p(e,0,F,VF,fi) = Y | p F  (—  * [VF])r' . b ^  ~  \or - 'tj~'
c
C A
_ XT a t  ( e ,F)
"  (aF"
TNotice that even though T in equation (5.39). differs from
J.aTT in equations (5.13) and (5.14), T is still given by 
equation (5.19)^. For the case of a binary mixture of 
fluids equation (5.39)2 reduces to Green & Naghdi1s equa­
tion (5.16) It is a simple matter to verify that, for
an ideal gas mixture, this equation will not produce the 
usual quantity called partial pressure, whereas equation
(5.13) or (5.14) will.
^Creen and Naghdi, International journal of Engi­
neering Science, III, 240.
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In the special case when the constitutive equations





tj = itj (9) -
If Green & Naghdi had not modified their original constitu­
tive equations to allow for a special dependence on density 
gradients, they would have been forced to the unusual result 
of equation (5.40) . Equation (5.40) is completely un-
acceptable whereas equation (5.31) corresponds to known
7special types of mixtures. The unusual nature of equation 
(5.40)^ adds weight to the argument that Green & Naghdi's 
entropy inequality is too special.
I. Prigogine and R. Defay, chemical Thermodynamics, 
trans. D. H. Everett (London-New York-Toronto: Longmans
Green, 1954), pp. 137-155.
6 . MATERIAL FRAME-INDIFFERENCE AND MATERIAL SYMMETRY
The constitutive equations not only have to satisfy 
the restrictions imposed by the entropy inequality but also 
must satisfy the axiom of material frame-indifference* and 
must reflect any symmetry that the materials possess.
Definition. A change of frame (of reference) is a 
time-dependent mapping of E into E defined by
x* = c + Q (x - o) , (6.1)
^  ^  A,! rw
where c = c(t) e E and Q = Q(t) is an orthogonal linear
transformation. The axiom of material frame-indifference
states that an admissible thermodynamic process must remain
admissible after a change of frame. By use of a method
2developed by Noll it follows that necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the axiom of material frame-indifference to 
be satisfied are the following:
♦ (6 ,g,F,V£,s)• ~ b b
= H 0 *Q9 /QF'Q^f\c + Qx + Q(x - o)), —  S' ~ ‘'IT' ' ''
^Truesdell and Noll, o p . cit., pp. 41-44.
2W. Noll, "On the Continuity of the Solid and Fluid 
States," Journal of Rational Mechanics and Analysis, IV 
(1955),19.
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QE(e.g.F.vP.x)ft O D D
= p(e,Qg,QF,QvF,c + sis + Q(x - o)),~  —  ~ b b ~  ~ ~
QM(e ,g,F,'7F,x)QT~  r r  ^ ~
= M(e ,Qg,QF,QVF,C + gx + Q(x - o)),.—. ~  iT ~  ~  ■—1
and
Qq(e,g,F,v f ,x) —  ~ r  r  r
= q (0 »QgfQF,QvF,c + Qx + Q(x - o )),
for a = 1,  , n, and for all orthogonal linear transforma-
• T -Ttions Q (t) , all c e E, all Q(t) for which QQ = - QQ , and
all (0 , g , F , T7F , x) in the domain of the response functions. The~ r r  r
quantity Q7F is defined as QVF = v (QF) for all Q independent~  S' ~  ^ ~
of X. An immediate consequence of equation (6.2) is that 
S' 1
* (e,g, f ,  v f , x )  = ii (9 ,g,F, v f , u  ), (6.3)
a ^  b ̂  b ft ^ ^ b b d
where u = x - x and for a given value of a, d is a fixed~  ~ !>/ b d b
positive integer less than or equal to n. Equation (6.3)
follows by taking c = - x, Q = I, and <5 = 0 in equation 
(6.2) • Similar results hold for the other response func­
tions. in words this means that the response functions 
depend on velocity only through the n - 1 velocity dif­
ferences. It can also be shown that equations (6.2) are 
satisfied if and only if
* = + *e 'ET2'£T£'v£'£T~  >•ft t o o d  b 6 b d
T) = Tl(e,FT2,FTF,VC,FTil ) ,
a a e e b b e b d
T = £T(0,FT^,FTF,VCt£TU )JCT ,
a-" o a  e c b b e b d c
p = Fp(9,FTS(FTF fVC,£TJi ) , (6.4)
S" a o b b e b 4
a a T  T T TM = FM ( 9 , F g , F F , VC , F U )F ,^  fV fW ^ft Oft 6 C D  D C b d o
T  T  Tq = Fq(0,F g,F F,VC,£ u ) ,
~  - - e ' V ' b ' e b d
and
where, for a given value of a, c and d are fixed integers
Tsuch that I s  c, d ^ n. Also, C = F F is the right Cauchy-v  v  r  -----
Green tensor.
Equations (3.1), (3.11), (5.10), (5.11), (6.4) , and
(6.4)^ imply that
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It follows from equation (6.5) that




3 ^ ( 6 . f )t  _ ^ - f T f )T  , s t l (e, £ Tp rT
B£ 3FTF e SFTF re ^  ^  e ~  ~c e e •
Equations (5.19) and (6.6) yield
T v r  3*!(0-FTF)T t
Z i = T l(e.FF) X [ f ^ T -  * * ~
a ê a
9 f T (e-£T£)
+ F --±-“ e b F 1 |. (6.7)
~  SF F ~  J
Equations (5.19) and (6.7) show that the symmetry condition, 
equation (5.20), is satisfied. From equations (6.3) and
(6.4)^ it can be seen that
at (9 *g*F, VF,X) at (6 'FT£,£TF ,v;C,FTu )
e ~  t  t  t  n  e  c e l >  ^  e t d a J  j- £  T ' a *  d ' ax 0 aF u
a c a d
and (6.8)
% T T Tat(e,g,F,VF,X) a t (0-F g,F F,vC,F u )* ~  r  r  r  =  _  Y  F  — f r  ~  r r r  rL ~ T ax 9F u
^  . e f df A
An immediate consequence of equations (6.8) is
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at (e.gfF,v f ,x )• ~  v"" ^ ^ (6.9)
* dx
which was used in the last chapter. With equations (6.6) 
and (6.8) it is now possible to rewrite equation (5.13), 
the expression for the stress on the constituents. However, 
the resulting equations are quite complicated. Furthermore, 
nothing has yet been said about material symmetry. It turns 
out that it is convenient to satisfy the requirements of 
material symmetry before those of material frame-indifference. 
Toward this end it is helpful to define a contraction opera­
tor C as follows. If r is any third-order tensor and A is 
any second-order tensor (linear transformation), then
The mixture is characterized by 5n + 1 response func­
tions each of which, in general, depends on all n reference 
configurations. This means that n different isotropy groups 
would exist for each response function. To avoid this situa­
tion the approach taken here will be analogous to the one
3developed by Bowen.
C(raAfiA) = rt ,kA,( Ak. 06, 05, . (6.10)
3Bowen, o p . cit., pp. 399-400.
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Definition. The isotropy group for the h constit-
e
uent in a mixture of elastic materials with diffusion and 
heat conduction is the set of all unimodular linear trans­
formations H such that the following identities hold:
it (0 ,g,F, VF,u ) • ~ b" f bd
= <|(e,g,F,---, F H , ,F,VF, ,C(VF0H0H),—  ,?f ,u ),
t i e  n 1 e n o d
rite (g,£,vF,u )
» ~ b r
= ri(e,g,F,--, FH,--- , F , VF ,----, C (vFQHQH) ,---- ,VF,u ),
a l e  n 1 c n b d
T(0,g,F,VF,u ) r  ~  ^  r  t'd
= T (0 , g , F ,--,FH,--- ,F,VF,--- ,C(T7F0H0H),---- ,7F,U ),
e ~  n r  r -----  i r ^ i
P (0,9,F,7F,u ) (6.11)
r ~ r r  ̂ 4
= p(e,g,F,--, FH,--- , F , V F ,----, C (VF0H0H) ,---- ,VF,U ),s - ~ r  r  r  r  ~  ~  J ' T j
M(e,g,F,VF,U ) 
r  ~  ^  t d
= M(e,g,F,--, FH,--- ,F(VF,----,C(vF0H0H),---- ,VF,u ),
* 1  c n l  e n o d
and
q(0,g,F,VF,u )~  ~ r r r<j
= q(e,g,F, , FH ,---,F,v£,----, C (VF0H0H) , ,VF,u ),
1 c n l  c n o d
for a = 1,  , n, and for all (e,g,F,VF,u ) in the domain
V  b b d
of the response functions.
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To reflect material symmetry the constitutive equations 
(4.1) ̂  » (4 -1)3 ' <4.1)5 , (4 .1) 6 , (4 .1) ? , and (4.2) must satis­
fy equations (6.11), for a = 1 ,  , n, for each H e ,^ e
c = 1 , --- , n.
At this point it will be assumed that the mixture con­
sists of n̂  isotropic sol id s; so that = 0 ^  for c = 1,C
— n, where (J' is the orthogonal group of linear trans­
formations .
Theorem. For a mixture of isotropic solids satisfies
ft
the requirements of material symmetry if and only if
T4 = t(0,g,B,M,u ), where B = FF is the left Cauchy-Green, , - r  r  h  r  r r --------------------l -ltensor and M = C (VF0F 0F ) .
Proof. First suppose that
(e,g,F,vF,u ) (6.12)
= t(0-g<F,---, FQ , F,VF, ,C(VF0Q0Q),----,7F,
ft 1 c n 1 e n
TFor all Q e &  = * Let c = 1 and take Q = R , where~ c ~ T"
R = F (FTF) Therefore,r  s' s' s'
if = >9*1^ <Z‘---- ,F,C (VF0£T0JgT) ,V£,----, 7F , U ).» » rs & n i l l  s ~ S'a
(6.13)
Substituting equation (6.13) into equation (6.12), with c = 2 
Tand Q = R , shows that
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4f = it (0 ,g,FRT ,FRT ,F, ,F,C (VF0RTfiRT ) ,a ? ?  ?  r  r  r  r
a T TC(VF0R QR ) ,VF, , VF,u ) . (6.14)^  ^  ^ ^ r-'j3 8 3 3 n b 4
Repeating this last step n - 2 times incrementing c by one
Teach time and taking Q = R yields
il = ilf (0 ,g,FRT ,C (VFSRTQRT ) ,u  ). (6.15)
a a ~  F V  t' V S' Ti
But FRT = B*5 and C(VF0RT0RT) = C (M0B^0B^) , so thatrr s- s- ^ ^  ^ s“ r
it = it (0 ,g,B,M,u ). (6.16)a r n
Now suppose that equation (6.16) is valid. It is easy to
T T /v — 1 — Ishow that B = FF = (FQ)(FQ) and M = C(VF0F 0£ ) =
e e c e o c e e
C[C(VF0Q0Q)0 (FQ) ^ 0 (FQ) *] . These two results show that«-we e o
if
it (e ,g,F, v f , u ) = it(e,g,B,M,u ), (6.17)
. ~  ^  S' S's a ~  S' S' t*d
then equation (6.12) holds.
Now the axiom of material frame-indifference will be 
applied to .
ft
Theorem. For a mixture of isotropic solids \|i satisfies
ft
the axiom of material frame-indifference if and only if ^
ft
is an isotropic function; i.e., for all orthogonal Q,
Proof. First suppose that equation (6.2) is valid. 
This is equivalent to the statement that
lV (e ,g,F, VF,u ) = (9,Qg,QF , QVF ,Qu  ), (6.19)t ~  s' S' a ~s' ~ S'
Tfor all Q (t) e . When F-*QF and vF-QVF, then B-QBQ and ~ ^  ~  S' S'A _  ̂ A T TM-*C[QvFQ (QF) Q(QF) 1 = QC (MQQ QQ ). Therefore, equation S' ~ S' ~S' ~ S' ~ ~
(6.18) holds. Conversely, suppose that equation (6.18) is 
valid. Then
T A _ l _ 1
'c (y£®£ ®F >'u ) (6.20) a b I b b S' S d
= f(e,Qg,(QF)(qf)t ,c[Q7FQ(qf)"1q(£f)_1] ,q u  ), a '“S' ~ S' b b '"'“S'd
which means that equation (6.19) is true.
These two theorems complete the restrictions on ijr.
a
The stress on the constituents will now be expressed in 
terms of the variables B and M. From equation (6.17) it
ft ft
follows, after a somewhat lengthy calculation, that
F e
T8 dir d
* = 2[£ a? - 5 (6-n )dFS' s' «r
where the contraction operator C is defined by
C(rQ£) = j j g^ yQ^( , (6.22)
T and $ being arbitrary third-order tensors.
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Also,
dijf 3(iy  p u » —  = y  P u 0-2-, (6.23)
cc 3x 7“ e' d ax
since
Biji ap^
) p ufi——- = u®  = 0. (6.24)
8 ca ax 0 ax » *
Equation (6.23) and the identity




a* ”-4 rdl i t -  (6-25)
imply that
3jr 3^ 3i|jy  P us = y  P u «(-£- _ & y  Y  (6.26)^ c~ ^ v  ^  . dz_, au /
e u e a d  a e d
It should be pointed out that equation (6.25) immediately
implies equation (5.17), ) = 0. Equations (5.15), (6.21),
L  o  ~a ax
and (6.26) yield the result that
T r- rT = 2 ) PB —  + ) pu - 8 ) r^— ), (6.27)r  L e ~  3B L e ~ d Vdu %iL 3u )
c a"" <s a d  e e d
since
3i|i
3M1 = 0. (6.28)





Y = £  Y = Ptj,
a
a
it is easy to show that
r-1 ^  rlV 1
) p b i t  = B + i (6-30)Zj 9B ~ 3B 2 .~
e
e~ S ~ dBw * m  1 #■*-»a a
from which it follows that equation (6.27) becomes
t = 23 ** + > u *f-r— 6 y  i M -  t6 -31)S'' f'3B B~ ^  êd •4̂ -' *
a** ® a^d a a d
TIt should be clear that T satisfies the requirements of
a
material symmetry, since does, and thus y and y do also.
a aTIt is a simple matter to verify that T satisfies the axiom
a^
of material frame-indifference, also. For completeness it 
should be noticed that because of equations (5.9)  ̂ and 
(2.59)^ the entropy of the mixture and the body couple of 
each constituent satisfy material symmetry and material 
frame-indif ference.
In a manner completely analogous to the two theorems 
about if , it can be shown that the following theorems are
a
true.
Theorem. For a mixture of isotropic solids p and q ‘ ‘ ‘ 1 â
satisfy the restrictions imposed by material symmetry if 
and only if p = p(e,g,B,M,u ) and q = q(e,g,B,M,u ).r  r u  ~ ~ t r b d
Theorem. For a mixture of isotropic solids p and q
r  ~
satisfy the axiom of material frame-indifference if and only 
if they are isotropic functions; that is they must satisfy, 
for all orthogonal Q, the relations
p(0,g,B,M,u ) = QTp{9,Qg,QBQT ,QC(M0QT®QT ),Qu )
r ~  ^  ^  ~  r  r  ~  ~  T d
and (6.32)
q(9,g,B,M,u ) = QTq(0,Qg,QBgT ,gC(MeQT0QT ),Qu ).~ ~ Vd ~ ~ S' ~ ~ ~Td
To conclude this chapter equation (5.27), the diffusive 
force on the constituents evaluated at equilibrium, will be 
expressed in terms of B and M. Equation (6.21) implies that
5* r3* a*
= 21—  F - ( c f M B - M l F  . (6.33)SF Ld B ~ V \~ c)M//~ J
It is convenient to define still another contraction operator 
C between any linear transformation A and any third-order 
tensor r as follows:
C(AfiT) = Aijr jiVt̂ k . (6.34)
Then, equations (5.3)^, (5.27), (6.28), (6.33), and (6.34)
imply that
7. LINEARIZATION
Linearized expressions for the stress, diffusive force, 
heat flux, and entropy, valid for a mixture of isotropic 
elastic solids undergoing small temperature changes, small 
deformations, and small departures from equilibrium, are 
derived in this chapter. With these expressions it is 
then possible to develop the linearized equations of motion 
for the constituents, the linearized energy equation for 
the mixture, and the linearized entropy inequality.
Finally, these results are restricted to binary mixtures 
and compared to those obtained by Steel,^ who uses Green 
& Naghdi's formulation.
Definition. The displacement of X e B relative to the
* A
configuration k is defined as
*
w = x - X. (7.1)^• A
Definition. The gradient of the displacement at X e B
H = Vw{X,t). (7.2)
It follows from equations (2.3), (2.8), (7.1), and (7.2)that
F = I + H. (7.3)
^Steel, o p . cit., pp. 57-72.
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What is desired is an expansion of the stress, dif­
fusive force, heat flux, and entropy about the reference
state (0,g,B,M,u ) = {0O ,0,1,0,0). Toward this end the ~ V E" Ŝ d--------- -------
following definitions are made.
2 2 v  TDefinition. c = <© — 60 ) + g*g + tr ) HH-------------
(7.4)
u *u .• <1 ad 
a
Definition. The temperature change, the deformation, 
and the departure from equilibrium are small if ( < 1.
Definition. A quantity of order e is any scalar, 
vector, or tensor, denoted 0(c ), with the property that
there exists a real number N such that
||0(e )|| < Nc 
as e - 0.
It should be obvious that Ofc^Mofc^2 ) = Ofc^1 ) .
Prom this point on it will be assumed that e < 1* It
follows from the above definitions that
e - e0 = o(c), 
g = o(c),
H = 0(c) ,rv
To obtain an expression for the stress including terms
of first order it is necessary to include second-order terms
in the expression for y, since y must be differentiated to
* *
obtain the stress. If a is any function of (9,g,B,M,u ),~ r r  rd
then the notation will be used that a (0) = a(e0 ,0,1,0,0).*->•> ^  J"S“"'
Since y is an isotropic function it follows that all the 
*
coefficients in the expansion of y must be isotropic tensors.
*
The same statement can be made regarding p, q, and n- As a
(-S*»
result all coefficients that are odd-order tensors must 
vanish. Also, the even-order tensor coefficients have 
known representations. For example, if A is an isotropic 





A — \IfiI + (jfij 05, fi5« fi5 , + v6. ®6 > ®5 * ®6* ,
2where a, \ , p , and v are scalars. Therefore, y can be
a
expanded about (e0 , 0,1, 0,0) to yield
ŷl 4V* ^  fS/
B Y (0) 5 Y (0)
Y = Y (0) + ~  (0 - 0O ) + tr ) (B - I)4 OO C -D ^
C  S "
, d2 Y (0) B2 Y(0)+ 2 ~ f  (s - e°)!! + 2 tr[i^ (s"a>]BG
a2  y ( o )+ 2 °7 7 ®C (B - I)a(B - I)] (7.7)£. £_* L-i QDnij ~  ^ ~SB3 l«Se a e e
a 2 Y  (0 ) , a 2 v  ( o )
+ \  c Y  7 ; M\u a(MQM) + \  tr y  Y  —  *-  (u 0u )2 L-i L* SMSM ~  ~  2 Z_i Z-i 9u 9u ^ > A ~j0 • ' 
a ?Zd
<• ui *—i u w u ~  c • e * • dc * • c o t a d e d
a2Y d2Y (0)
+  t r Z i i ^ (e -  0 ° ) ( £  -  V  + c l v ^ a(zB?ckj rv0 0̂  « c
^ a 2Y(0)T a2Y (0)
+ . tr ) ■ *■ —  (g0u ) + C } ) * —  0(M0u )
Li S u 9 g ~ Aj Zj a u 9 M ~
c ~  c • s-a ~
c A  • A
+ o(c3) .
Harold Jeffreys, Cartesian Tensors (Cambridge, 
England: Cambridge University Press, 1961), pp. 66-70.
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Equations (6.29) and (7.7) imply that
2 1  = 2 1 « »  . y  | J i o ) a(B _ + a!ll°}e _ 9 ,
SB SB L  SBSB ~ ~ 5B&Q 0r r o r s- *
+ 0(c2) , (7.8)
where, if A is a linear transformation and fj a fourth-order
rstj
*tensor, the contraction operator C is defined by
C{QSA) = flj i k ,Ak (6t S6j . (7.9)
If equation (7.5) is rewritten as6
B = I + (B — I) = I + 0(c), (7.10)
then it can be combined with equation (7.8) to yield
b 5 1  = 4 (0)+ 51< ° b  - i )  + c y  - I)~ SB SB SB ~ ~  Li SBSB ~
a a a o a c
+ - e0 ) + °<c2)- (7-11)
Similarly, equation (7.7) implies
c
Su = 0(c) . (7.12)




V  u f t M —  - 6 y  e — ) = 0(c ) . (7.13)^  ~d V^u , d ^  Bu /
e * d • • d
Therefore, from equations (6.31), (7.7), (7.11), and (7.13)
it follows that
tt _ 2r|i(o)+ |X(o)(B _ t) + § V | i l o ) a(B _ ltLdB ~ ~  SBSB g- ~r  r  « r  r
S^Y (01 1 r
+  J S S Z  -  «•>] + [ : <0> + i ?  (e - e°>
v  a? (0> 1 2




From equation (7.5) it follows that6
B = I + 2E + O (e2) , (7.15)




is the infinitesimal strain measure.' In terms of the1 1 - ■ ft
stress can be expressed as
TT = Y(0)I + 2 ^ (0)+ 2(tr E)l + 4 | | (0)E0» \ t-» OD g-/ o« 2*^  * *>/ Arf *ft C ~  ft
* ^ a 2vfo) aY(0)
+ 4c Z i i i ^  • ?  + i ?  (e - eo ) £
- *** c-» ft ft ft
+ 2 t i f f * *  -  »•> + 0 < ( 2 ) - ( 7 - 17)
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where all the coefficients are isotropic, since T is an
r
isotropic function. Equation (7.6) implies that there 
exist scalar constants p, 0 , cp # n * and a/ for each a
a i« a e a e a.
and c, such that
* ( 0 ) 1 + 2  | | (0) = - pi,
, —  d-t> , ~
(0)
2 i k  = e If
* (7.18)
{* , i x ( 0 ) , 5 y (0) \.^ C 6j*aBlk + 9Bt j ^Bk § /~l
c a o
= X 101 + M 6,05,0(6.05, + 5 , 051)& e
and
^  *2V (0)1 + 2 ^ i 0)= a i, 90 ~  9B9 0 t ~
where equation (7.9) and the symmetry of II have been used.
S’*
The fact that
a 2v (Q) _ a 2* ( O  (7 19)
3 B . J S B , , .  "  3 B . . 3 B , ,






a o o a
in equation ( 7 . 1 8 ) From equations (7.9), (7.17), and
(7.18) it follows that
T = TT = - pi + Y  f (X + p ) (tr E) I + 2^ e!
t' 5" L* L  • e » o  ¥ ~ * c S - Jo
+ a (e - e0 ) I + o(e2 ) . (7.21)
The scalar p can be interpreted as the residual stress on 
*
the ath constituent.
It is the dependence on the symmetric quantities B, as
ft
was allowed by equation (6.12), together with the isotropic 
representations that causes the linearized stress in equa­
tion (7.21) to be symmetric. Steel’s expression for the 
stress in the linear theory is not symmetric. Although he 
does not specify the conditions he imposed on the mixture 
to make it reflect material symmetry, Steel apparently re­
quired the constituents to be rotated together. This is 
equivalent to requiring | , for example, to satisfy
ft
t(e,g,F,VF,u ) = (0,g,FQ,C(tfFQQfiQ) ,u ), (7.22)
for all constant linear transformations Q e O'. This 
condition is necessary for equation (6.12) to hold but is 
not sufficient. Statements analogous to these can be made 
for the other constitutive functions. These weaker condi­
tions would allow a dependence on mixed quantities such as 
TF F. These tensors, which Steel uses, are not symmetric
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and prevent bis expression for the stress in the linear
case from being symmetric.
Before ja is expanded, there are several results that
follow from the equilibrium expression for p that need to
r
be pointed out. From equation (6.35) it follows that
p(e,0,B,0,0) = 0,M  ^  ̂  iN/ ~  ^* a
dp(e, o , b , o , o)■ ^ ~ ~— ' = 0 ,90 ~
and (7.23)
9p (0 , 0, B, 0, 0)
-z- » = 0 .9B ~
The domain in which these equations are valid obviously
includes the reference state (q0 ,0,I ,0,0). Also, the
*“'»■'
linearized version of equation (6.35) is
~T9Y(0) r ^ ( ° )p(e,0,B,M,0) = 'fiM - ) (7.24)£ ~ ^ r  ~  L9B r L  9B
a e c
where equations (7.5) and (7.11) have been used. If p
9 r
is expanded about the reference state and equations (7.23) 
and (7.24) are used, the result is
A *E<°> ~ray(o) r « l ° l  V 3E(°)p = — g + 2c [ f P 0,aM - y  -t- BmI + y u~  3g ~  L 9 B 2-" u  3B ^J Li 3u~ ^ c c ĉa
e A
+ 0(c2 ) . (7.25)
The fact that p is an isotropic function makes all the
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coefficients isotropic tensors. Equation (7.6) implies 




-XL = - yldg<v
and (7.26)
ajg(o)
? Idu ~a eS^d
so that equation (7.25) reduces to
p = - yg - y  [e grad(tr E) - 0 grad (tr E) ~1
r- ^  L ,  e S- « . T -1e
- Y  s U + 0(e2 ) , (7.27)
^  a e c d 
e
e d
where equations (7.5) , (7.16), (7.18)2# and (7.26) have
been used. From equations (2.63)2 and (4.1)^ it follows 
that
V  p = 0. (7.28)
/ » —<-#> r*-*aft
Equations (7.27) and (7.28) imply that 
I v - o .
and (7.29)
I ?. = °-ft Cft
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The heat flux q is linearized in the same manner as
IN'
p. First, equation (5.25) implies that
q{9,0(B,M,0) = 0,
aq(e ,0, B,M, 0)~  r s-' ~  = o,
96 ~  (7.30)
and
aq(6,0,B,M,0)~  ~  ^  'B-' ~  _ Q
SB
Sq (0 ,0,B,M,0)^  rv ^—  b b = oSM ~e-'
Therefore, q can be expanded to give
dq(0) dq (0)
q = r = -  g + V - ^ - u  + Ott2 ). (7.31)
~ ~ L* c'Ji .a~  * * j
*
From equation (7.6) it follows that there exist scalar con­
stants k and Q , for each a (a / d), such that
ft
Sq (0)
~  = - k Iag -
and (7.32)
aq(0)Tt " - £ •ft d
Then equation (7.35) becomes
q = - kg - V  £u + o ( € ). (7.33)^ L-j ** ft dft
* ̂ 4
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From equations (5.11), (6 .29)2# (7.7), and (7.15) it
follows that
92Y(Q)c  , 2,
(7.34)
2 tr V  + o(e )1,L 5B50 r  ' J
a a
If the notation is used that pD = ^  p0 , then equation
ft
(7.6) implies that there exists scalar constants , m, 
and tt, for each a, such that
and
5Y (0)
ae " " PoTV)
d2 Y(°) tn 2 = - m ,  (7.35)
50
, a2 y (0 ) _ tiT
aBae "I'
where from equation (7.18)^ it follows that
-Porb - y  n = y  a. (7.36)
ft ft
Equations (7.34) and (7.35) show that
PoTl = Poho + m (9 - 90) + y  (pô o + H  +
(7.37)
For completeness, it should be stated that equation
(5.22), an expression for the quantity ^  p , provides no
ft ft ft
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new information or restrictions on the material constants 
introduced thus far. Next the equations of motion, the 
energy equation, and the entropy inequality will be derived 
for the linear case.
From equation {2 .22)2 it follows that 
d2w
w = — *r + 0(C2) . (7.38)
^ at2
Also equations (7.2) and (7.16) and the identity
divl" (grad w)T"| = grad(div w) (7.39)
imply that
div E = l~div(grad w) + grad(div w)~l. (7.40)
^
With equations (7.1), (7.21), (7.27), (7.38), and (7.40),
the equation of motion for the constituents, equation




-It (̂  + p )grad (div w) + g grad (div w)
+ p div(grad w)1 + (a - y ) g  + Oo10 + 0 Ce2 )I (V '"W* 0 0 “* ft ft ft ft
In the derivation of equation (7.41) the result that
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aw aw
u = + 0(e)  (7.42)©-'d o t
has also been used. Equation (7.41) is written in terms 
of displacements instead of strains simply for convenience.
Equations (3.12), (5.10), (5.11), and (5.13) can be 
combined to give
p e _ = peri + tr Y [7tT - p (* - * )I - Y  p u&-^)ff“ 1_| .I L> LVt- , . I ~  U  a8- -1
A
(7.43)
From equations (2.63)4 , (5.5), (7.1), (7.2), (7.16), (7.21), 
(7.33), (7.37), and (7.43), it follows that the linearized
energy equation for the mixture is
#%!> IV '*■'b e  a£ aE
k div g - e0m^- - e0 X  ; tr i ?  + + - ^t)
A A
A J*d
+ p0 r + 0(c2) = o,  ( 7 . 4 4 )
where
= I (6 “ C°)(Y (0) + P)* <7*45)a)• *-J 'a o
In equation (7.45) c0 = p0/p0 .
A A
The restrictions imposed by the entropy inequality can 
be obtained in two different ways. In the first the line­
arized entropy inequality is developed from inequality
(5.23); all restrictions then being derived from this 
inequality. The other method is to use inequality (5.28), 
the second differential of inequality (5.23). Taking the 
second differential of the entropy inequality is equivalent 
to discarding terms of the inequality higher than second 
order. This means the inequality (5.28) will yield the 
restrictions directly. However, it is more convenient to 
use the former method here.
From equations (3.14), (6.29)^, (7.5) , (7 *7)'
(7.21), (7.27), (7.29), and (7.33^ it follows that entropy
inequality (5.23) reduces to
g-Tkg + V Cu +1_ I_i j*"“• * A d
• A
+ y u T e 0Y9 + y 0O ? ii + o(c2 )l ^ o .
^  * c c d  J* «
e fLi. '
Equations (2.14), (2.17), (7.5)2 , and (7.5) inequality
(7.46), and the notation that
BY (0)
lo)+ )■ <7 -47e
imply that
Z(!<0) + p - ec * BY (0)Be )u + 0(c2 )]
(7.46)
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Inequality (7.48) can be used to restrict the coefficients 
that appear in it; however, it is easier to do this after 
the number of constituents has been specified.
At this point it will be assumed that n = 2 ( and 
d = 2) so that the equations can be compared to Steel's 
results. Equations (7.21), (7.27), (7.33), and (7.37)
reduce to
T = - pi + (X + p) (tr E)I + (\ + 0) (tr E)I + 2p,E
r i ~  i i  3 3  S' ii
+ 2|jE + a (0 — 0O ) I ,
2 s' 1 ~
T = - pi + (X + B) (tr E)I + (X + p) (tr E) I + 2̂ iEv 3 ~ 3 3  r ~ 3 *  r  2 r
+ 2jjE + a (9 - 0O ) I »
33 a ~
p = - vg + @ grad (tr E) - B grad(tr E) - £u *
~  ~  3 T” 2 s' Ts
(7.49)
and ^
p o ti = Poho +  m (0 -  0O )  +  TT t r  E  +  t t  t r  E ,i - r s  ^
where the notation has been used that
X  ^  X  i  X  ”  X p X — X 9
1 11 3 13 3 33
M = p  / U = U i p = U  - 
1 11 3 13 3 33
Y « V = - y, 
1 3 (7.50)
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B = e , & = 8 . e = e , e = B ,
1 11 3 1 3 3  3 1 4  33
I = 5 = - ? .11 31
and
c = c- 1
^ 2 Notice that p = p = - p. Also, the term 0(e ) has beenz - f
suppressed.
For the binary mixture equation (7.41), the equation 
of motion for the constituents, yields
s 2w aw aw
+ 5(it - i i )
= u div(grad w) + v grad (div w)i r  i r
+ u div(grad w) + v grad(div w) s a" a s'
+ eg + p 0b
i ~  i i
and ^ (7.51)
11 F(l £  %P o  . 2  H a t  a t /a t
= u div(grad w) + v grad (div w)
3 r  B r
+ u div(grad w) + v grad (div w) 
a r a s'
+  o g  +  p o f e ,
3 ~  3 3
where
v = X + 0  + 3 + p ,
1 11 11 31 11
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and
v = X + u /3 13 13
v = X + 3 + 3 + M f
3 33 13 33 23 (7.52)
a = a - y ,
i i i
a = a + y
3 3 1
The energy equation, equation (7.44), becomes
'"t-' ^3E
k div g - 90m||- + t tr —  + t tr + p0 r = 0,~ Ot, J 2 Qt (7.53)
where
T = c + w - e 0n 1 1 1  1
and (7.54)
T =  -  C -  UJ -  6 0 tt .
3 1 1  3
The entropy inequality (7.48) can be written as
kg-g + cpg*u + 0O . u £ 0, (7.55)
 ~  rs r 3 Ta
where the notation has been used that
cp = 80 y + C + <£• (7.56)i l l




40o £k * cp2 . ( (7.57)
These inequalities, in turn, imply that
(7.58)
Again in equation (7.51) and (7.53) and in inequality (7.55) 
the order term has been suppressed. It must be emphasized 
that inequalities (7.57) and (7.58) are necessary conditions 
that follow from the entropy inequality (5.23), but they 
are not sufficient to imply the validity of inequality
(5.23), since higher order terms have been neglected.
Steel does not include an expanded expression for the 
equations of motion of the constituents such as equation 
(7.51); however, equations (7.49), (7.51), (7.53), and
inequality (7.55) are formally equivalent to his results, 
provided the skew-symmetric part of his expression for the 
stress is set to zero.2 It must be pointed out though that 
most of the coefficients in these equations have different 
meanings. As mentioned earlier, the primary reasons for 
the differences are that Steel apparently rotates the 
constituents together when satisfying material symmetry 
and that he has adopted the formulation of Green & Naghdi.
3Steel, o p . cit., pp. 67-68.
8. WAVE PROPAGATION
In this chapter the propagation of small amplitude 
plane waves through a binary mixture of isotropic elastic 
solids infinite in extent is considered. Steel has studied 
this problem, so that there are some results available for 
comparison.^ It is assumed that there is no heat supply 
or residual stress and that the free energy of both solids 
vanishes in the reference state. Furthermore, the entropy 
is taken to be a function of the temperature only, and the 
heat flux a function of the temperature gradient only.
With these assumptions the energy equation, equation (7.53), 
has the solution e = e0 , for all x and all t. Also, it is 
supposed that there are no body forces. The waves are 
propagated in the X, direction (X = Xj 6j ) with frequency 
f) and wave number K.
In the first case to be considered, solutions for K 
are sought where the displacement of each constituent is 
assumed to be proportional to exp[i(KXx - fit)], i.e.,
i(KX, - fit) w = ae 1
and (8*1)




where a and d are constant vectors. From equations (7.51) 
and (8.1) it follows that
and
• <r iK 
- 5 " — (y + v)]a, + [5 - „ (u3 + = 0,
• n 0 iK;2 *?°n " ? ' 0
(8.2)
2 0, m = 2,3,
. 2 . 2
§ - - ^ ( H  + v)a a
I r . iK]«i + [ * . n  - 5 - „ (u3 + v) Idj = 0, 3 J
2 2 (8.3)
‘ ^  + [ lp°n - 5 - a ? > ■
= 0, m = 2,3,
where now v = X + y, and v = X + p . This
1 1 1  1 1  3 3 3  3 3
simplification of equations (7.52)^ and (7.52)^ follows
from equations (7.18)^ and (7 .18)2 and the fact that 
p = p = y (0) = Y (0) = 0 .
1 3  1 3
For transverse plane waves ax = = 0 ,  so that equa­
tions (8.2)^ and (8.3)^ are automatically satisfied, and 
equations (8.2)2 and (8.3)2 imply that
-^-(MH - p 2 )K4 - [" (p0 M + p 0 n) + “ M p  + V + 2p.) I k 2
q  1 3  a L 3 1  1 3 -  ** 1 3 3 J
+ PoPoO2 + ip005 = (8.4)
1 a
This equation is almost identical in form to the correspond­
ing equation in Steel's paper; however, the coefficients
2have different meaning. Equation (8.4) yields four values 
of K, two whose real part is positive and two whose
2Ibid., p. 69.
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real part is negative, meaning there are waves travelling 
in both the positive and negative Xj directions.
In the ideal mixture there is no dependence of the 
theory on second deformation gradients and the partial 
stress on each solid is independent of the variables 
specifying the other solid, all interaction between the 
constituents being included in the diffusive force; there­
fore in equations (8.2) and (8.3)
If the assumptions are made that 5 is small and p0|_i ^ p0u,3 1 i s








where, following Steel, the definition is made that
90
(8.7)
3Equations (8.6) are identical in form to Steel's results. 
Steel's other results for transverse plane waves in an 
ideal mixture can be used in this paper simply by changing 
notation; consequently they will not be restated.
For longitudinal plane waves aa = a3 = d3 = d3 = 0 ;  
therefore, equations (8.2)^ and (8.3) are identically 






6 = p + Vt i ll
6 = (j + v , 3 3 3 (8.9)
and
6 = 6 + 26 + 6 1 3 3
^Ibid.
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Equation (8.8) is equivalent to Steel's equation 
4(10.1), however, as before, the coefficients have dif­
ferent meaning. Since K is related to the wave speeds, 
different results are expected if wave speeds are calcu­
lated. Solving equation (8.8) results in four values for 
K, two whose real part is positive and two whose real 
part is negative, indicating that there are waves travel­
ling in both the positive and negative directions.
If 5 is large, equation (8.8) gives
2
K  - 16 - « 2Is 3
and (8.10)
P0 i / 2
K = + Cl ( t~ )  U  -  ----~  o' [ ( P o e  -  Po 6 ) ( p 0 6 -  Po«)- \ 6 f L i i a 3
-p.2*2]}.
2The first solution is valid only if 66 ^ 6 . The wave
1 3 3
determined by equation (8.10)^ is damped out rapidly, 
since £ is large. The second solution, equation (8.10)^, 
represents a wave whose velocity is that of one through a
4Ibid., p. 70.
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single solid of density pQ and which is lightly damped.
Equation (8.10)^ is equivalent to Steel's results, but
equation (8.10) is not, as it has not been possible to
verify Steel's equation (10.4).^
2If 66 = 6 i then equation (8.8) yields the general is a
solution
2
2 ^ (poPo^ + "̂P o5)C^(po^ Po&) ~ 6 3
K = ___ ------------------------- L_2---------  . (8.11)
n 2 (Po& + Po6)2 + §26 23 1 1 3
When  ̂ is large, equation (8.11) can be shown to reduce to
p 0 1/2
K  = i n ( ~ ) i 1 ~ [?°S°® ' P o (s°i + ?3 ®)])
(8.12)
2which is exactly equation (8.10) with 66 = 6 . Steel
2  1 3  3
obtains results formally identical to equations (8.11) and 
(8.12),6
2If § is small and 66 / 6 ( equation (8.8) implies
is a
that
^  = 2 ({S  -  6 2) {(®3 ? + ? 3 ®3)  i  [ ( j 3 ? ‘  J3 ®)2
1 3 3
+ .. . . - H Z *«PoPo»*l (8.13)
1 3  3 -* J
5Ibid., p . 71.
6Ibid.
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where terms involving £ have been ignored. since the radical
in equation (8.13) is positive, 0 and the other coeffi-
2cients being real, then K is real and K is either real or
2imaginary. The case when both choices of K are negative
2occurs only when p0 6 + p06 < 0 and 6 6 - 6  > 0 ;  then both
a l  l  3 l  s a 2waves travel infinitely fast and are damped. If 66 - 6 < 0,is a
one wave travels infinitely fast and is damped, and the
2other has finite velocity and is undamped. If 66 - 6 > 0
1 3 '  2
and p06 + p0 5 > 0, both waves travel with finite velocity2 1 1 3 7 2and are undamped. If % is small and 66 = 6 , equation
13 2
(8.11) yields
z PoPo v 1/2 d 0 P q 6 — P q (P o ̂  "*■ P o ̂ »
k ■ ± n (P06 V p 0 s) i1 - ;0oo tPo«' + ]}■a i i 3 1 2 2 1 1 a
(8.14)
Finally, it should be noticed that, when there is no
interaction between the solids, the diffusive force is
zero; so that % = 6 = 0 in equation (8.13). Hence the2
solutions for K are




K = + 0
3 3
the values that would exist in a single material.
In the other case to be considered, solutions for K 
are sought where, in contrast to the previous case, one of 
the constituents is assumed to have undergone a homogeneous 
strain. Thus, the displacements have the form
where FL is a constant linear transformation and a and d
.
are constant vectors. Substitution of equation (8 .16)2 
into equations (7.51) yields
« = - n t > 
r  ~
as before, and (8.16)
w = Ho X + d
Po r- +  ̂—  = u div (grad w) + v grad (div
» a t 2  3 t  » r  >
W)r
and (8.17)
These two equations can be combined to give





V = V + V - l a
From equations (8.16)^ and (8.18) it follows that
2 2 [p0 n - (n + v)K ]a1 = 0l
and (8.20)
2 2[p0Q - pK la, = 0 ,  m = 2,3.l
For transverse plane waves equation (8.20) implies
that
e o.l/2
k = + n (ir) • (8-21)
and for longitudinal plane waves equation (8.20)  ̂ shows 
that
f 5° \1/2K = + Q (---1---) . (8.22)+ V/
Thus, the body undergoing homogeneous strain.has no effect
on the wave propagation. Both of these types of waves are
undamped. It should be noticed that equation (8.18) is 
identically the equation of motion for a single material 
that occurs in classical elasticity. Thus the whole body 
Of solutions for the displacement developed in that field 
are available for use here.
am
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